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West Linn Lutheran Church invites all people into a trusting relationship with God through Jesus Christ.

Community Sabbatical
Art Engagement
@9:30-10:30 Sundays
in the Fellowship Hall


Worship in the Park June 12@ 10:45AM
A potluck picnic for the entire church family will be held immediately
following this service. Hot Dogs, Buns & Grad Cake will be provided by the
church. Family and friends are welcome!
Our WLLC High School Seniors: Rebekah Dumestre: Tigard High School,
attending Pacific Lutheran studying either chemical or environmental
engineering; Lukas Dumestre: Tigard High School, attending Oregon State
honors college, studying chemical engineering; Kaitlin Campbell; Oregon
State, studying Kinesiology; Soren Carr: West Linn High School, attending
California Lutheran, will play golf for the Kingsmen, studying
communication and journalism; Chloe Mankin: West Linn High School,
attending California Lutheran, studying biology and environmental studies;
Julia Webster: West Linn High School, attending Western Oregon.
Did we miss somebody? Let us know. HELP US IDENTIFY WLLC HIGH
SCHOOL & COLLEGE GRADS! CONTACT THE CHURCH OFFICE WITH
NAMES! Please join us as we bless our High School & College Graduates
and share God’s grace in a beautiful outdoor setting.

June 12, June 19, June 26

Come join us on these
Sundays to experience a
community art process that
we can share in together.
This is for all ages!
We will have 4 one-hour
"hands on" workshops where
we will practice painting and
calligraphy. Calligraphy
means "beautiful writing,"
and we will learn different
ways to write beautifully and
artistically each Sunday.
Our finished product will be a
beautiful small booklet which
will contain words from
Scripture that make
reference to water. These
will be "no stress" workshops,
designed to be fun and
enlightening, and you will find
a supportive.
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Staff Hours

From Pastor Dayle

Sabbatical Pastor Hours

Throughout our sabbatical time we have been
carried by these words from Proverbs 11:25
“...whoever refreshes others will be
refreshed”.

Pastor Dayle Askey
pastor.dayle@comcast.net
Office Days: Sunday, Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday

As Pastor Donna and Pastor Tim prepared for
their sabbatical they chose this verse for
reflection and we, too reflect on being
refreshed. What does being refreshed mean
for you? Is it a cool drink of water? Is it a dip
in a pool on a sun-drenched day? Is it time set aside for reading to
re-charge your internal battery? I think that part of being refreshed is
cleaning up, opening windows and airing things out, so that we can
BREATHE!
That’s part of what we’ve been up to for the last two months. Airing
things out and not worrying about too much. We’ve had time to
breathe together and wonder together. The Holy Spirit is all about our
breathing and our breath. In both Hebrew (language of Old Testament)
and Greek (language of New Testament) the words associated with
Holy Spirit are BREATH words. The breath of God that breathed in
Creation is the breath that breathed new life into Lazarus and danced
like a flame on the apostles and brought Saul/Paul to his knees.
As we enter into the LONG season of Ordinary Time (the Sundays after
Pentecost) let’s keep our focus on breathing in the refreshing air of the
Holy Spirit and wondering what Holy Spirit is up to here at WLLC. The
breath of God refreshes us, heals us and brings us new life.
It has been my pleasure to journey with you on your days of sabbatical
refreshment. The Holy Spirit is breathing in this place! Can you feel it?
I sure do… it’s in the daily life of the worshipping community. When
we gather for worship; when we pray
continued on page 7

Ministry Operations Coordinator
 M-TH: 7:30 am—3:00 pm
 working from home (503-655-5992)
 By appointment any time you like
 wllcoffice@wllc.org
Associate Pastor for Faith Formation
 T-TH 9:00 am—3:30 pm
 SUN: 9:00 am—7:00 pm
 Appointments as needed
 pastorsara@wllc.org

Contact Us!
West Linn Lutheran Church
20390 Willamette Dr.
West Linn, OR 97068
Phone: 503-656-0110
Fax: 503-650-7936
wllcoffice@wllc.org

2016 Council













Karl Wright, President
David Webster, Vice President
Maureen Davis, Secretary
LeAnn Beebehiser, Treasurer
Jon Witte
Brad Horton
Melanie McNinch
Suzie Budeau
Greg Lenihan
Neil Robins
Rebekah Dumestre
Kris Olson
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Join Pastor Sara at Friends & Family Camp
@ Camp Lutherwood Oregon August 12-14

Summer
Project Dreams:

West Linn’s own Pastor Sara is returning to Lutherwood
Oregon this summer to facilitate Friends & Family Camp!
Pastor Sara first came to Lutherwood as a
counselor in college then returned to serve as Day Camp
Director for several summers. One of Pastor Sara’s great
joys in ministry is the opportunity to discover, play,
create and sing in the outdoors alongside children, youth
and adults of all ages…and camp is certainly a place for
all those things to happen!
It would be AWESOME to have some of our WLLC
families join in the fun for the weekend! Register today!

Have some extra days this
summer? Are you gifted in
any of these areas?
1. Someone or a team of people to help clean out,
organize and re-vamp the kid's activity bags for
worship
2. Someone or a team of people to help
re-inventory, clean and re-set the Godly Play
rooms. Help make a list and
research story sets we don't have and
brainstorm if we can DIY them or not....
3. Someone to help fit and sew velcro fabric
covers for the front of two of the Godly Play
shelves.

From Pastor Sara
As I write this, I am mindful that
June is a time of endings and new
beginnings for many. School is ending. Seniors are graduating from
high school. 8th graders will be
moving up into high school. Our
regular faith formation happenings at church are
coming to an end. BUT… that means that new things
are beginning!

away… and that will bring a whole new set of rhythms
as we return to life together in ministry with one
another. But it will also be NEW time together… we
will all have experienced rest, reflection, renewal and
recreation in new ways apart from one another.
Some of our rhythms might look different… new…
extra-ordinary.

And that’s ok! It’s all part of the cycle of new life that
Creator God has set before us. A cycle where our kids
Summer is fast arriving, and with it new rhythms of
celebrate new milestones each year, grow taller and
life for our families with school-aged children.
older AND continue to find new questions and
Teachers have some time to breathe and rest and
wonderings in their lives. A cycle where adults learn
reflect on the year behind and our students begin
to watch their children grow and go and learn new
looking to the year to come. We are entering the
things, even as they are encountering newness
season of “Ordinary Time” in our church calendar…
themselves. A cycle where the Easter sprouts of new
the time of GREEN in the sanctuary. Green is a color life grow forth into our verdant June sunshine and
of life. A color of growing things. Having green around can seem both ordinary and extraordinary at the
us in the Pacific Northwest can seem kind of
same time.
“ordinary”… but as I’m watching my (very first!)
Along with Pastor Dayle’s invitation to notice Spirit’s
summer garden begin to sprout and grow and bear
breath in these last few weeks of Sabbatical, I invite
new fruits and vegetables, I’m noticing that there’s
you to notice too the ordinary/extraordinary rhythms
also something extra-ordinary about the new
of our lives together. We have a lot of exciting new
rhythms of June and all the new life and energy that
rhythms to be celebrating and giving thanks for!
it brings.
Thanks be to God for that!
At the end of the month, Pastor Tim and Pastor
Donna will be returning from their sabbatical time
With Good Courage, Pastor Sara
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From Pastor Donna and Pastor Tim
We are about 45 days into the Sabbatical and wanted
to provide an update for West Linn Lutheran on what
we have been doing. Pastor Tim had 2 wonderful
weeks at Spirit in the Desert Retreat Center, Carefree,
Arizona (www.spiritinthedesert.org). He participated
in a retreat on the different forms of prayer - you may
recall we did a midweek Lent small group process on
the various prayer practices to encourage the use of
different senses and experiences in prayer. Pastor
Tim thoroughly enjoyed this opportunity to reflect on
the importance of communication with God and felt
it was a wonderful way to begin his portion of the
sabbatical. He also spent time with his brother and
family visiting, playing, and watching Cardinals baseball! He had the wonderful opportunity of visiting the
Grand Canyon where a deep and abiding spiritual
connection was experienced with the wonders of God
in creation and nature.

Leavenworth, and a lot of practice with her camera!
Both of us have appreciated time at home as well,
completing some important projects inside and
outside our home. We have had time to rest and read
and reconnect.

On May 12 we had a long day of travel to St. Croix in
the U.S. Virgin Islands. We are staying in a rental
cottage mid-island - called "Bamboo Cottage"!
Pastor Tim has made contact with a scuba shop in
Christiansted to complete his certification for diving.
Pastor Donna had 2 weeks in Washington state - one Pastor Donna is continuing to learn about
week on a personal retreat and one week in a class at photography both as an art and as a spiritual practice.
the Grunewald Guild (www.grunewaldguild.com)
We have driven all around the island, gone snorkeling
during the annual Sacred Arts Week. Her class was
in a few different sites, and worshiped with Holy
called "Altar-ed Books" and provided a wonderful
Trinity ELCA in Frederiksted. The history and politics
hands-on creative experience working with the
of the island are fascinating - we even attended a
theme "Open". While on retreat, she was able to get rally featuring former president Bill Clinton speaking
out hiking and walking in new beautiful places around on the status of the islands as a territory of the U.S.
(http://www.vinow.com/stcroix/history/)
We miss our church community, but
deeply trust you are caring for each other and being
refreshed through your time of sabbatical, too!
We'll send another update next month!
- See more at: http://www.wllc.org/sabbatical.html
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CREATIVE SPIRITS PRESENTS 3 NEW ARTISTS FOR JUNE AND JULY!
an ombré setting sun; a floppy
elephant ear; or the perfectly spiky
tentacles of sea anemones.
Eric Griswold Photography affirms
my connection with the world.
Photography grounds me in the
moment and also offers the opportunity to share and reaffirm the
experience with others.
Sine Morse Sine Morse uses
paper to create intricate, lively
scenes featuring colorful creatures,
meticulous plants and flowers, and
other inspired, whimsical settings
(from a cheerful outer space voyage to an elaborate haunted
house). Morse begins by painting
watercolor paper in bright, vivid
hues, then hand-cutting the paper
to construct her impeccable forms.
Thoughtful rolling, layering, and
placement lend texture and
dimension, bringing worlds like a
bustling, vibrant coral reef or a
large-scale savanna (pictured
above) to life. Morse has a keen
eye for tiny details, and the longer
you look at one of her pieces, the
more impressive it is that she
achieves them all with paper:

The Northwest is my studio.
Weather, geography, history,
wilderness and the presence of
humans create a rich palette to
draw from. Aesthetics can range
from calm, textural and enduring
to dramatic and ephemeral.

is to be aware of it, and then to
share it.
Eileen Holzman Eileen has been an
Art Educator for over 35 years, and
has taught children and adults how
to express their creativity with various art media while explaining how
the world’s cultures have been recorded through their art expressions.

As a newcomer to Oregon and
previous native of New Jersey, she
is excited seeing see this very
From the perfect beauty of nature, different western landscape. The
the fleeting beauty of our
vast mountain ranges and powerful
disappearing wildlife, and the
rivers are compelling to her to
juxtaposition of the presence of
paint their shapes and forms with
humanity, there is relationship and pastels each time she discovers a
beauty everywhere, the challenge new vista.

WLHS SHARES CLIMATE CHANGE EXHIBIT UNTIL June 5 Chloe Mankin, a senior at West Linn High School
(WLHS), soon headed to college to study environmental studies, helped curate and organize our current
climate change exhibit. Working with her AP art teacher, Diane Gauthier, she combined her passion for art
and environmental protection. In October the WLHS art class had taken a mini-retreat to Kelley Point Park
(because of its sandy beach) to create Sand Paintings. Using these painting Mankin created an interactive
exhibit providing statistical information, stud results and how individually we can all make a change. She
stated, “ Global warming or climate change is a human caused phenomenon. Although some politicians
disagree, climate change is a worldwide threat that requires the participation of the entire world.”
Resolution A: Environmental Protection - This resolution was passed at 2016 Oregon Synod Assembly.
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2016 Oregon Synod Assembly Recap
The Assembly passed five resolutions this year.
The Synod Council meets May 20-21 to discuss follow
-up actions. For now this brief summary. (http://
oregonsynod.org/assembly-2016/resolutions)


An Environment Protection Resolution called on
“the ELCA in Oregon (to) encourage its members to
compassionately divest from funds that support
production of fossil fuels and invest in funds that
support clean energy and manufacturing …”



A Representation Resolution from Bethel
Lutheran in Portland now adds members of the
LGBTQIA community to those who, along with
Youth and Persons of Color or whose primary language is other than English, can be sent as additional Assembly Voting Members as individuals from
historically under-represented communities in our
church.
 A Universal Health Care Resolution from members of Augustana Lutheran in Portland calls upon
churches to “learn about and support current
efforts and legislation in our state to bring a universal, publicly-funded health care system to Oregon.”
 Through an Oregon Synod Sanctuary Resolution,
also from Augustana Lutheran, we in the Oregon Synod have now designated ourselves as a
“Sanctuary Synod,” “encouraging all congregations
to become Sanctuary churches ready to protect
refugees and undocumented sisters and brothers
from arrest and deportation …” The Oregon Synod,
through this resolution, will also be memorializing
the churchwide assembly to designate the ELCA as
the nation’s first “Sanctuary Denomination.” A
press release relative to this action can be read
athttp://oregonsynod.org/news/oregon-lutheransdeclare-themselves-sanctuary-church
 Finally, a Synod Assembly Resolution has set aside

Our Oregon Synod Assembly delegates:
Pastor Dayle Askey (taking photo), Rebekah Dumestre, Eden
Lawson, Lukas Dumestre, Pastor Sara Gross Samuelson, David
Webster, Dave Lawson and Gretchen Dumestre.

2018 as an experimental year for our Synod
Assembly format, calling for a single, oneday Assembly and additional, regional, one day,
Mission events around the state as a means to engage more members and save on costs.
Two members of our congregation represented WLLC
at the Assembly. Dave Lawson shares this, “It was a
great experience! It was fun to see pastors and
church members from across the state making new
friendships and bringing together old friends. I particularly enjoyed having the opportunity to have my
voice heard on topics we were voting on.
It was exciting to see our synod become a sanctuary
synod to protect emigrants! I am proud to say that
our synod is going to make tangible steps toward
becoming more environmentally conscious moving
forward! Also, the synod has recognized the need to
have a greater presence from the youth and LGBTQIA
community.
Thank you for the honor to be one of your
representatives, and I know I can speak for David
Webster when I say we both had a great time.”
David Webster said, “The opportunity to be a voting
member at the Synod Assembly was a great and
engaging experience. There is so much diversity in
our Synod in view points, goals, and vision. Getting a
chance to be a part of discussions has allowed me to
grow in my leadership position within our own
congregation. It has also helped me to shape visions
for the future of the church.”
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THANK YOU FOR BEING A PART
OF FAITH FORMATION!
THANK YOU to everyone who volunteered their time and
talent with faith formation programming this year
(Godly Play, Confirmation, Youth Activities, Faith 5 etc.)
Libby Isensee, Nancy Notdurft, Scott Mueller, Scott
Mankin, Jeff Young, Lynn McKown, Gail Aten, Kelly
Hoeckelberg-Young, Jim Dumestre, Gretchen Dumestre,
Dave Lawson, Kristin Thompson, Gabrielle Gunderson,
Eden Lawson, Molly Lallum, Spencer Isensee, and Ella
Notdurft. Your presence is a gift to our community and
our journey together through God's story! Thank you!!!

Pastor Dayle
continued from page 2

together or read an email prayer request. When we
dance in the aisles at church or in the grocery store; when
we feel our hearts about to explode at the sight of a child
or grandchild. When we greet a friend or visit a loved on
in the hospital and feel blessed… That’s Holy Spirit with
us, moving us, refreshing us, breathing life and energy
into us everyday! That’s really good news!
In a few weeks the sabbatical will be over. Your
pastors will return to their calls refreshed and
revitalized. And I’ll leave with great memories and lots of
new friends. I want says thanks in advance for your welcome, your hospitality, your willingness to let this
stranger in. I am so impressed with ALL of you! You function very well together and you know what you are doing!
I appreciate that you include so many neighborhood
partners in the ministry here… the building is USED! That
is really cool. As you come away from your sabbatical
time, I know that you will see this as a time that showed
you the way into new adventures as people of God. In
the next few weeks, I invite you be aware of your breath…
know that the Holy Spirit is with you breathing new life
into right now!
Peace and blessings, Pastor Dayle
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DAY CAMP IS COMING!!!

We need your help!
Below is a list of the ways
you can help make this
high impact, high energy
week of community and
formation happen! You
don't even have to be free
for the whole day! Pastor Sara is especially
looking for two adult (21+) individuals who feel
called to the pre-school age group to help make
that program happen this summer!
Curriculum will be taken care of, just your skill
and heart for those littles is needed! Check the
sign ups at church or email Pastor Sara at
pastorsara@wllc.org. Teen volunteers.... your
sign up is your turned in volunteer covenant!
Check the bulletin board at church, get a quick
preview of opportunities by reading the list below or email Pastor Sara for more information!














Meal Host – Host the Lutherwood Staff
for dinner!
Potluck Stewards
Clean up crew
Grill Masters
Registration HELPERS
Camp Nurse
Snack Volunteer LEAD
Snack Volunteers Afternoon
Activity Team
“Relief Pitcher”
Preschool Group Leader –
adult 21 and over
Preschool Adult Floater –
adult 18 and over
Day Camp Group Leaders –
adult 18 and over
Teen Helpers –
entering 7th grade – high school grad
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THERE IS NOTHING QUITE
LIKE THE COMFORT
OF A WARM QUILT!
June Ministry Focus:
WLLC Quilters
This is the month to help provide
money for the materials - fabric and
batting - used by WLLC's Quilters to
make "Quilts and Blankets of
Comfort". This small group has been
part of WLLC since the early 90's.
These quilts are donated to various
places including hospitals and
children's hospitals. Also, our Pastors may give them to our members
and their families in need.
Last year a total of 124 quilts and
blankets were lovingly made by
Lillian Landeen, June Lenihan,
Virginia Landon, Jan Eppelsheimer,
Jan Jones, Nancy Hawkins, Linda
Kolstad, Pam Wright, Suzie Budeau
and Jan Enger.
The group meets on the 2nd and 4th
Monday of each month from
1:00-3:00 pm at church. Anyone
interested in joining with any level
of experience is welcome!
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Circle of Care Team
Presents Open Forum,
Demonstration and Q & A
Regarding Home Safety
June 5 and July 10, July 24,
and August 21 @ 9:30am-10:30am
Impaired balance and mobility, secondary to
aging and health or surgical problems can result
in increased risk of fall. Fractures and orthopedic surgery are two of
the main causes of death in the elderly.
Bob Jones, the facilitator of this forum shares this, “ I spend the last
7 years of my Physical Therapy career in Home Health. As part of
each patient evaluation, we did a home safety check with the goal of
reducing risk of falls.
Evaluation included bathrooms, trippers and clutter and equipment
needs. I will provide some of the safety equipment used in the home
for demonstration.
I will also discuss community and health care resources available to
assist caregivers providing in home care. Proper technique for
transfers and assisting the balance impaired with walking will be
demonstrated. I’ll try to answer as many questions as I can.”
On July 24 the Fire Department will be here with us to provide
Emergency Medical Information Card, What to do in case of fire, fire
escape plans, smoke alarms, fire extinguishers, and carbon
monoxide testers.
On August 21 the Fire Department will provide Hands Only CPR
training, How to use an AED, and Basic First Aid. They will also
discuss how to dispose of unused or expired medicines.

Are you an eligible Thrivent member with Choice Dollars?
Each year, eligible members can recommend where Thrivent should
distribute some of its charitable grant funds. If you’re a Thrivent
member with Choice Dollars available to direct, you can help
strengthen our community by directing them to West Linn Lutheran
Church.
In fact, this past year WLLC received $3,706 in Thrivent Choice® grant
funding. Thank you to those members who participated in the
Thrivent Choice program and helped support our mission by directing
Choice Dollars!
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1st Thursdays! June 2 @ 7PM
Theology On Tap
We are starting a new event called “Theology On
Tap”, a night to unwind, and connect in
fellowship with one another!
Our first event is scheduled for June 2 @ 7PM at Linn
City Pub in West Linn. We would love to have you all
come!

FILMS ON 43: Documentaries & Discussions
TRIGGER: The Ripple Effect of Gun Violence
Sunday, June 26 from 7-9PM
As part of the Gun Violence Awareness Month in
June, West Linn Lutheran Church in partnership with
Emanuel Presbyterian of West Linn will host a
screening of the documentary “Trigger” followed by
a discussion on Friday, June 26th, from 7:00–9:30
PM.
In 2015, between the start of Memorial Day
Weekend and the end of the Labor Day holiday, an
estimated 4,080 people were killed by guns in
America. Another 9,032 were wounded. That’s
according to data from the Gun Violence Archive,
which tracks incidents of gun violence through media reports and police blotters. The panel discussion, will
include voices from our West Linn Police Department. You won’t want to miss this powerful and inspiring
night of learning and dialogue. To reserve your ticket to this free event, please RSVP to wllcoffice@wllc.org.

Headed to the Oregon Garden
Thursday, June 23
Meet at church @ 10:00 am
Oregon Gardens @ 11:00 am
The 50+ Group is having such a beautiful Spring that
the Oregon Garden beckons! We'll have a narrated
tram tour, lunch at their cafe and a chance to see
beautiful plants.
If there is 15 or more of us, it will be $8. You can meet
us there in Silverton or carpool from church. Well start
out at 10 am. Contact Rich Enger at 503-656-3125
jarenger@comcast.net) . The more people the better
the cost, so bring a friend!
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Hopp
Dalgaard
Herzfeldt-Kamprath
Owens
Eppelsheimer
Geldaker
Robins
Rasmussen
Buse
Martus
Enger
Sickert
Hatley
Gross
Morse
Davis
Young
Schaffer
Tostar
Mamula
Mueller
Coronel
Mc Ninch
Cook
Holmes
Hatley
Lawson
Johansen
Lawson

06/01
06/02
06/02
06/02
06/03
06/03
06/04
06/05
06/09
06/09
06/10
06/10
06/13
06/14
06/16
06/17
06/17
06/18
06/19
06/20
06/20
06/25
06/26
06/27
06/27
06/28
06/29
06/30
06/30

CHURCH

2016 INCIGHT CHARITY GOLF JUNE 6 @ LANGDON FARMS

JUNE Birthdays
Ruth
Peter
Elizabeth
Hailey
Dan
Carol
Aubree
Don
Clarence
Carson
Janet
Frederick
Wayne
Julie
Anne
Laura
Jeffrey
Mary Ann
Niklas
Greg
Zachary
Taylor
Samuel
Gary
Kyle
Susan
Henna
Selma
Sonnet

LUTHERAN

Incight’s Golf Tournament brings
together disability awareness and golf in
a fun team scramble format. While enjoying a day out on the green, golfers of
all skill levels can network with other
professionals while raising money for
our stellar programs.
Set apart from other charity golf tournaments is the Incight
Handicrapshoot™ – a unique contest that gives golfers the
opportunity to play with a disability simulation for a guaranteed
score improvement. To find out more visit: http://incight.org/
support/charity-golf.

Come Cheer On Our Softball Team
OR Sign Up To Play!
Come join the softball team of WLLC.
We welcome all players of all skill levels
to our coed team (ages 14 and up).
Games are Sunday afternoons through
the spring and summer with a Saturday/
Sunday tournament in early August.
Contact Rudie Reiniger at (503)635-2732 for more details. SIGN UP
SHEETS AT WLLC!
June 5@ 2:00 PM @ Meldrum 3 @ 5:15 PM @ Meldrum 4
 June 26@ 3:30 PM @ Meldrum 3
To see the complete season schedule visit: http://bit.ly/26jOfqo


JUNE Anniversaries
06/07
06/10
06/14
06/14
06/15
06/20
06/20
06/22
06/22
06/23
06/26
06/27
06/27
06/30

Juergen & Ulrike Lindner
John & Heidi Carr
Bob & Janet Jones
Wayne & Gloria Olson
Jeff & Tammy Archuleta
James & Gayle Aten
Bill & Karen Hale
Christine & Thomas Mace
Sue & Jim Rommel
Kerry & Sharon Cunningham
Don & Kim Nordling
Brenda Herman & Roy Parkins
Karl & Pam Wright
Paul & Myrth Williamson

Sacele Internship Project / We Need Your Help!
The flights have been book for our two interns, Lorant
and Monika. These young adults will be here from
July 3-September 3. Donations to this project can be
put in the offering plate or sent to the office marked for
“Sacele Interns”. Donations to this project can be put
in the offering plate or sent to the office marked for
“Sacele Interns”.

